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What to expect when you're expecting...

to participate in the
1L recruit
By Victoria Chiu (2L)

We’re coming out with
another issue solely on the
1L recruit soon, but for
those of you who might
want to start thinking about
this as early as possible,
here’s a little preview of
what to expect.
So—you’re staring down the 1L
recruit. Let’s do this.
For your convenience, we’ve divided
our wisdom into a wide range of
categorized,
roughly
chronological
topics. Look through the headings to see
what you want to read/hear/know about
most. We’re focusing on the Alberta
recruit for the purposes of this article,
but the same general advice follows for
similar recruits elsewhere in Canada.
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Whether or not to participate
Before we get into all the nitty-gritty of the actual recruit, you might be
wondering whether you should participate at all in the first place.
Frankly, here’s the skinny: 1L jobs are hard to get. There aren’t very many of
them, and far from every firm in Edmonton and Calgary participates in them. It
takes around a week to go through the entire recruit process, and it can be
exhausting. It takes up your Reading Week and will probably stress you out.
So why do people want 1L jobs? Because they allow you to spend a summer in
a real law firm, taking assignments from real lawyers and helping you figure out
what kind of law you want to practice. Most summer jobs can also lead to future
articling positions, with many 1L students receiving articling offers at the end of
their summer position. Getting an articling position if you want to practice law in
the future is a perennial stressor, so frankly, this is a big motivator.
That said, you don’t have to participate. You don’t need a 1L or 2L job to get
an articling position, and plus, only outright large or pretty large mid-size firms
participate in these “formal” recruits. If you want to work in, say, a small or
boutique law firm, then maybe none of the firms in the recruit appeal to you in the
first place! Conversely, maybe you’re super excited to work in a big international
firm and get your feet wet writing memos and seeing the practice of law up close
and the recruit sounds fun. It’s a completely personal choice and both are valid.
But if you’re really on
the fence, here’s a
general breakdown of
some (not all!) of the
reasons why you maybe
should or maybe should
not participate. There are
about a billion and one
reasons for every person,
but these are a sampling
of a few common
considerations.
Those last ones are kind of funny, but it’s true. Ultimately, if you want to do the
recruit, do it, and don’t let midterm grades, your own perceived lack of resume
experience, or any other insecurities you have hold you back from throwing your
proverbial hat in the ring. On the other hand, if you know in your heart of hearts
that you’d rather just not go through with the application and potential interview
process, then don’t let other people’s expectations, anything you hear about what
you “should” do, or any fears you may have that you’re not doing the “right” thing
pressure you into it. It’s really not a life and death scenario by any stretch of the
imagination.
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How the recruit works
(generally)
As an overview, applications for the
1L recruit are typically due at the end of
January, which gives the firms a few
weeks to look through applications
before interview week, which this year
runs between February 16 and February
19. Offers will be made at 5:00 PM on
February 19, 2021, which is informally
known as “Call Day.”
You submit your initial applications
on viPortal, which is basically a law firm
application website. In your initial
application, you’ll include your resume,
cover letter, midterm grades, unofficial
transcripts, and potentially a list of
upper-year courses you’re planning to
take if the firm you’re applying to asks for
that.

Résumé
You probably should have some
kind of draft already in the works for
regular job purposes, but there are a
few quirks for law firm resumes that
you should be aware of, like the
inclusion of personal interests at the
bottom of the document, cutting out
fancy descriptors (which actually
contrasts really starkly to resumes in
most other industries), and including
certain experiences that you might
have thought was irrelevant (like retail
experience from five years ago).

After you’ve submitted your
application, firms will call (or sometimes
email) if they want to schedule an
interview. Many firms look at applications
on a rolling (meaning as-received) basis,
but some wait until the application
period has closed to make their calls.

The best people to see about this
are Pat and Laura in the Career
Services Office—they’ll comb through
your resume and see if you’ve made
any spelling errors, let you know if
your formatting is totally wack, and tell
you whether or not your bullets are
incomprehensible.

In the 1L recruit you make your own
interview schedule, meaning you have to
ask firms which slots are available and
see where you can fit them in. Then you
go through your interviews as scheduled
(plus any additional social events you’ve
been invited to) and wait to see your
results at 5:00 PM on Call Day.

The important thing here is to just
get on it. Start finessing your resume
right now if you haven’t already and
book appointments with Career
Services before they’re all taken up.
Once you’ve had a few pairs of eyes
look it over, it’ll be good to go.
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Cover letter
Same deal, essentially. There’s not
a whole lot about anything in this
world that we’d be comfortable
holding out as a universal truth, but
the one thing we are fine with saying
is this: you should be workshopping
your cover letters right now if you
want to apply for the 1L recruit and
not feel intense stress over
potentially submitting something with
a random typo or addressed to the
wrong firm.
That said, you shouldn’t be too
crazy concerned over writing these—
you know what to do. And if you
need help writing, editing, or
otherwise getting these things into
shape, you know who to call. (Yes,
Career Services. Yes. Yeeeees.)

Deciding where to
apply
Of course, your workload will
increase exponentially if you want to
write 20 cover letters versus two.
You can often switch out firm names
and addresses and call it a day, but a
general word of advice that can end
up being helpful is that you should
probably spend some time looking
into each firm you want to apply to
and see if you’d actually like to work
there.

You don’t have to be an expert in
the firm and the kind of work the
lawyers there do and how many days
their annual ski trip is, but you should
have a general idea of the firm’s work
and what distinguishes it from other
firms. Consider: why do people want
to work at this firm?
It can be helpful to ask current
articling students at these firms what
their opinions are, since oftentimes
websites can look similar to one
another and you won’t always have
spoken to a firm representative at a
networking event for every firm. If you
want to do that, again: get on it ASAP!
Time really slips away from you quickly
in this last month before the portal
closes.

Applying on viPortal
When you get into the portal and
submit your applications (which is a
pretty straightforward process that
Career Services will also tell you plenty
about if they haven’t already), firms
might start calling you back
immediately. We’re talking within 10-15
minutes in some cases. This is because
recruiters try to lock down applicants
as early as they can to make sure they
can get interview slots with the
students they’d like to meet. Since
most people apply to more than one
firm and there’s only 24 hours in a day,
that can mean quick calls back.
That said, some firms take their
time more than others, so don’t freak
out if you haven’t gotten a call or an
email request for an interview right
away. A lot of the recruit is about
being patient, so exercise that muscle
and have faith in the process and in
yourself.
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Scheduling interviews
Like we said earlier, you have to
schedule your own interviews, so this
involves some balancing on your end.
Keep in mind who you’d like to
interview with and when, and keep a
spreadsheet or some other method of
tracking going to keep all your
interviews straight in your head.
Traditionally, firms often also do inperson mixers and dinners to
accompany their interviews, but that
likely won’t be happening this year
because, well, COVID.
That said, for the 2L recruit this
past fall, firms replaced regular inperson
events
with
online
counterparts: group candidate Zoom
mixers, lots of one-on-one meetings
in place of typical in-person coffees,
and more. The same will likely
happen for the 1L recruit, so keep
that in mind for scheduling. You can
only
attend
so
many
dinners/mixers/social events in one
day, so it’s a great challenge for
testing your scheduling skills.

Instead, you can expect questions
about your personal interests, why
you’re choosing to apply in a different
locale than the one you live in (if you
end up doing that), and which areas of
law you’re interested in. You’ll see
exactly what we mean if you choose to
do mock interviews.
And on that note...

Mock interviews
Do them. Even if you come out
feeling like they’re easy and like you
didn’t really “learn” much, the
experience will have helped you do a
dry run of what the real thing will be
like. You’ll subconsciously feel more
prepared
and
hopefully
more
confident about the process.

Interview prep
You’ve probably done job interviews
before, but most law firm interviews
aren’t exactly like interviews in other
industries. They’re often described as
“conversational”—meaning they are
literally conversations. While some
firms do the standard they-ask-aquestion-and-then-you-answer
format, most just ask casual questions
about things that may or may not be
on your resume. There likely won’t be
many questions like “Tell us about a
time you worked with a team,” or
“What are your strengths and
weaknesses?”
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Following up
It’s good practice to follow up
after each interview you have
thanking the interviewers and, if you
really love the firm and want to learn
more about/meet more people
from/express continued interest in
that firm, to let them know all those
things. Don’t hold it back if you know
you love a firm—feel free to say so!
Hopefully they feel the same about
you, and if they do, you’ll know
(because they’ll set up more
meetings and ways to see you!). And
regardless of how you feel about a
firm—let’s say you come out of an
interview feeling sort of cool about a
given firm—it’s still polite and
courteous to follow up. So you
should do it.
It’s a personal preference thing
about how many times you want to
follow up after every subsequent
meeting, but the person writing this
part of the guide did it after every
single meeting and it seemed to be
well received. It’s kind of like this:
you want to be polite, and it’s better
to have the best manners you can
rather than regret not sending an
email or something later.

Giving “first choice”
You might hear about giving “first
choice” during the recruit. That’s
basically slang for “telling a firm
they’re your number one choice.”
You can do that however you’d like,
but a brief survey seems to tell us
that email is the most common way.

What do you say in a first choice
email? Something to the effect of “You
are my first choice,” or “This firm is my
first choice” or...you get the picture.
Just use the magic words of “first
choice.”
You do not have to give first choice,
but many people choose to. It’s
probably the strongest indicator you
could possibly give to your absolute
favourite firm to show that if they gave
you an offer, you would immediately
accept. By the end of the week many
people know which firm this is in their
minds, so they give first choice. But if
you aren’t sure, you absolutely do not
have to give it out.
Now, some words of warning. Do
not, we repeat, DO NOT first choice to
more than one firm, and do not give it
right after the first interview with a
firm. You need more time than that to
figure out if you like them, and they
need more time than that to figure out
if they like you. And if you give first
choice to more than one firm, they will
all find out and it will reflect extremely
poorly on you. DON’T DO IT.

Call Day
You made it!!! After all the stress
and emails and meetings, you’ve
maybe even sent your first choice and
gotten through to Call Day.
If you haven’t sent first choice by now
and want to, do it well before firms
start making calls. If you’re opting not
to do that kind of thing, keep yourself
busy (unless you have more events to
go to) until 5:00 PM.
If your phone rings at or very soon
after 5:00 PM, it means you’re getting
an offer. Congratulations!
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If you don’t end up with a job offer, don’t let it get you down too much. Take as
long as you need to feel however you need to feel, but eventually, realize that your
entire self-worth isn’t measured by your 1L recruit results. Tons of successful
lawyers never got a 1L job, a 2L job, or clerked, and in the end, it didn’t affect their
career trajectory at all. It sucks not to get an opportunity you worked to try and
get, but like we said earlier: 1L jobs are in short supply, and unfortunately not
everyone can get one. And another thing: the high quality of the candidates overall
means that if you didn’t end up getting a job, that does not mean you were or are
a bad candidate. Someone else might just have been a better fit this time around.
That’s all. There are plenty more recruits, plenty more jobs, and a lot more ahead
on the long and winding journey of being in law.

Miscellaneous tips
And now for some closing
miscellaneous remarks that didn’t fit into
the other categories:
Be
organized.
Remember
those
spreadsheets? They’ll come in handy for
tracking everything. You likely won’t have
to account for travel time this year, but
typically students will often have to worry
about the travel time between events and
even between Edmonton and Calgary.
With all the follow-ups and potential
dinners and other events, that can amount
to a lot of logistics. Regardless, you’ve
gotta make sure you don’t miss any
interviews or other events, so keep on top
of your timetable.
Be prepared. Have interview questions
prepared, make sure you’ve researched
the firms you’re talking to, remember the
names of the firm representatives you’re
talking to, and make sure all your interview
formalwear is ready to go, even if you
think you only need to have your top half
ready.
Take notes. If you have a lot of
interviews, there’s a chance you’ll forget
what distinguishes each firm from each
other. Take a few jot notes on your phone
or something after each meeting to
remember anything you think might slip
your mind later.
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Decompress. Doing interviews all day
can be exhausting even if you’re the
most extroverted person on the planet.
Block off some time each night to
debrief on the day with family, friends,
non-law or law people you know, and
generally have a way of relaxing and
recharging throughout the week.
Take care of yourself. Our
recommendation? Eat regularly, drink
enough water, and sleep enough.
You’re going to need the energy.
Support each other. Recruits can feel
isolating at the best of times if you get
overwhelmed by the hectic chaos of
what is ultimately a very singular
journey. Your mind can make you
worry about what signs you should
look for, overanalyze email responses
from firms, and stress out over whether
you should have expected another
invitation from this or that firm. The
best way to feel less alone and combat
all these anxieties (especially for a
recruit during this time) is to talk to
people you trust about it, and maybe
(or even especially) other people you
know who are going through the same
process. It’s up to you, but some of us
have really leaned hard on fellow
students/recruit
participants
for
support during recruits. Others of us
did the whole thing alone, citing that
talking about those kinds of things is
actually a source of anxiety. Whichever
approach you choose, do what makes
you feel more comfortable and at ease.
With that: good luck. It’s a wild ride
and no matter what the outcome is,
you’ll learn a lot about yourself, about
the legal landscape of whichever
locale you do the recruit in, and have a
great time. Keep on truckin’.
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Canons presents:

The 2021 Disbarment Test.

Welcome to the Disbarment Test, a tongue-in-cheek law-school themed take
on the infamous Gateway Purity Test, which comes out every February. The Purity
Test tests how “pure” you are; our version tests how impure you are as a law
student. It’s all in good fun, promise.
How to play: Go through each item on the list and add up the points
("demerits") in parentheses next to each item and sub-item. At the end, your total
sum is your score. Check out our results profiles below the test to see where you
land — a.k.a. how likely you are to get “disbarred.” 😜
Leggo!
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Results:
Negative ∞ to 60 Demerits → Lawful good
Aw, you sweet summer child. You know those jokes we made in this quiz about not having
your CANs ready? We bet you probably can’t relate, because you finish your CANs two weeks
early and send them to friends who need help getting started. You probably sleep enough,
don’t cram, and generally treat yourself right. And, what’s more, you probably don’t even brag
about any of that stuff. If only we could all be so virtuous. Tell us your ways.

60 to 110 Demerits → True neutral
Life’s about moderation and you have that in spades. In these wack times, you’ve gotta live
it up where you can, whether that’s staying up till 4 AM every once in a while or spending your
time pushing off studying for a little longer than might be considered “recommended.” Who’s to
say you can’t sleep till noon if you get all your work done at the end of the day anyway?
Welcome to the party, pal.

110 to ∞ Demerits → Just chaotic
You are literally the hardest person to walk the planet. It says so in the law. You know that
photo of mega-ripped Spongebob? That’s you. John McClane from Die Hard after he pulls the
gun from behind his back? You’re more intense than him and also probably more risk-inclined.
We’re simultaneously scared of and in awe of you. When IRL events are a thing again, we
expect the party not to start till you walk in. In the meantime, keep unloading those memes on
us.
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90
DAY
FIANCÉ
BECAUSE THERE'S NOTHING MORE ROMANTIC THAN THIS HERE SHOW
By Alexis Neuman (2L)
Every year my family and I think
about cutting the proverbial
television cable, placing me in
charge of running the numbers.
According to Variety Magazine,
although chatting online with Shaw
leads you to believe that getting rid
of cable or that landline phone that
only attracts scam calls will have you
enter into the depths of the stone
age, families all across North America
are doing the same, and fast. In 2010
105 million Americans had cable
packages, in 2023 after our 1Ls
graduate that number is predicted to
be only 73 million.[1]
Before the pandemic hit we had
all but fully committed to the idea of
dropping cable permanently in favour
of a collection of Amazon Prime,
Netflix and Disney Plus - then
COVID-19 happened. While forced to
stay at home for weeks on end and
given that cable is embedded into
almost every Shaw plan necessary to
provide a strong enough internet
connection to run Zoom without it
reminding me that my connection
was weaker than my motivation itself,
I flipped back to cable channels I
now rarely used during the school
year to see what had become of
channels that used to produce the
shows we talked about for days.
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Then I discovered it: 90 Day Fiancé.
Although it has its home on TLC,
formerly known as The Learning
Channel before achieving what I
presume to be self-awareness, 90
Day Fiancé is far from anything
resembling education. In the original
90 Day Fiancé series (there are
upwards of 10 different spin-offs
now) an American gets engaged to a
foreign individual using the K1 visa
process where they are given only 90
days to marry each other after
entering the United States. As you
can expect, these are far from the
idyllic couples that were likely
envisioned in the creation of the K1
visa. Most of the series is composed
of the couples slowly revealing their
“secrets” that they have hidden from
one another. Typically, that secret is
that the American is broke, which
may provide an explanation for their
willingness to subject themselves to
internet ridicule for this show. Tears
and lots of yelling ensues: nobody
wants to live in the middle of the
desert in Nevada with a 30something unemployed man it turns
out.

Do not get it wrong, I think 90
Day Fiancé is amazing. Like one of
the last remaining cockroaches left in
a post-apocalyptic dying television
industry, it is a reminder of why cable
TV can be amazing. Although you can
binge watch 90 Day Fiancé, it is so
much better when you are forced to
wait each week to see how each
couple will react, milking each
moment of entertainment just a little
bit longer. It is good old fashion
trashy TV that has revitalized TLC
while other networks have died.[2]
But it drives me insane how they
explain nothing about the law and
how this elusive visa operates! Why
do they give them only 90 days?
How can these people get these visas
having only met each other once or
twice in person? So I started on a
mission, like the nerd I am, to figure
out how this whole fiancé visa thing
works.

At its basics, TLC is accurate in
the title of 90 Day Fiancé. According
to the US Department of State, The
Nonimmigrant Visa for a Fianc(é)e
(K-1) allows the foreign-citizen to
travel to the United States and marry
their sponsor fiancé within 90 days of
their arrival. So take comfort in the
fact that TLC is not imposing an
artificial timeline on these people for
the sake of our own entertainment.
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Steps to Getting a K-1 Visa:
If you are like me and born in
Canada when you travel you
probably do not need to apply for a
travel visa. According to the United
States Government, “a citizen of a
foreign country who seeks to enter
the United States generally must first
obtain a U.S. visa, which is placed in
the traveler’s passport, a travel
document issued by the traveler’s
country of citizenship.”[3] If you have
travelled internationally anytime,
apart from this past year, a travel visa
essentially allows the country to prescreen you. Canadian citizens are
fortunate to hold one of the strongest
passports in the world, allowing us in
2019 to travel visa-free to 169
countries. Meaning that many times
we do not have to fill out any forms
besides a custom declaration at the
airport.
Visas are awarded in situations
more than casual travel though, on
90 Day Fiancé the focus on the K-1
visa. Let’s set up a hypothetical. Say
that you are an American who has
fallen in love with someone from
another country. The K-1 visa allows
you to bring that individual to the
United States to get married.
Personally, I have procrastinated
getting my passport renewed for the
past seven months, so if you are
anything like me and hate filling out
government documents then the K-1
visa will be a living nightmare.

The first step to getting a K-1 visa is
for the American citizen to file a
petition declaring that they wish to
become what is known as a citizen
sponsor. This is done through Form I129F, a 13-page standard form
document, which inquires about
employment history, addresses and
parental information. All the same
information is also provided about
the beneficiary fiancé including
whether they have a criminal record.
If this petition is approved by the U.S.
Citizenship and Immigration Services,
it is sent to the U.S. Embassy in the
country where the fiancée lives.
The second step is an interview. This
is often referenced during 90 Day
Fiancé, typically when they are
accused of saying something that
makes the consular officer doubt that
their relationship is genuine - a
growing concern with awarding a K1
visa as I will explain below. An entire
new slew of documents are required
from the foreign citizen at this stage
including: the DS-160 Form which
from my understanding largely asks
the same questions as the I-129F
originally did and must be printed
out; a valid passport; birth certificate;
divorce or death certificate of any
former spouses. The foreign spouse
also has to provide a police
certificate showing that they have no
criminal record; the report from a
medical examination ensuring that
they do not have a disease or illness
that will place a burden on American
social welfare programs; an affidavit
showing that either the sponsor
spouse or they have enough financial
means to support themselves; those
good old passport-esque pictures
that nobody looks good in and
evidence of their relationship with
the U.S. fiancé generally through
pictures.
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The interview process cumulates
into an analysis on whether or not the
relationship is genuine. Like many
legal tests how they test for a
genuine relationship is not spelled
out. Thankfully there are 13 pages of
websites when you search “K1 visa
interview” that are more than willing
to tell you exactly how this process
will occur. Generally, the interview is
fifteen to half an hour long. Example
questions show that they are not
particularly challenging asking basic
things such as your fiancé’s name,
how did you meet, and my personal
favourite: what color eyes do they
have?

from poor countries such as the
Philippines, Thailand and Nigeria.
When you look at them your Spidey
sense immediately questions whether
they really love each other as they
claim or if ulterior motives are at
play. On multiple occasions these
couples do not even speak the same
language, forcing us to painfully sit
through them using Google translate
and come from financial and cultural
extremes which naturally leads to
arguments when they realize they
know nothing about each other.

If you accomplish all of this
paperwork, possibly going to the
doctor for a physical examination for
the first time in years, and waiting six
to nine months congratulations! You
have your visa and once you enter
the United States you have exactly
90 days to get married.
Could 90 Day Fiancé Be Actually
Harming Real Relationships?
After devoting an embarrassingly
large portion of time to watching 90
Day Fiancé I have come to the
realization that like most reality
television, casting directors are
looking for a certain type of
personality. 90 Day Fiancé can be
boiled down into two types of
couples. First, there is the young
couple that, you know, does not
seem to completely despise being in
each other’s company. These couples
are boring and therefore they get
relatively little air time. The second
category are the entertaining couples
that have made 90 Day Fiancé a
success: an older American with their
younger fiancé(e) (bonus points if
they are younger than the American’s
own children)
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TLC’s emphasis on casting the
second type of couple has led to the
critique that the 90 Day Fiancé series
takes the serious problem of what is
known
as
Green
Card
marriages/marriages of convenience
and exploits them for entertainment
value. A Green Card is also known as
a permanent residency card, and is a
necessity for someone to eventually
seeking to become a citizen of the
United States.[8]
Since the war against terrorism
that has engulfed the world since
9/11, it has become increasingly
difficult for individuals without
American relatives or a job in place
to obtain permanent residency on
their own merits. Want to know just
how difficult it actually is? Every year
the United States hosts the Diversity
Immigrant Visa (DV) Program where
random applications are selected
from countries that have had
historically low numbers of visas
awarded, most likely due to the fact
that applicants do not have jobs lined
up or American relatives.
For the 2021 admission cycle, 3.2
million applicants applied for only
50,000 spots. That's a 1.57% chance
of being granted a visa. Yet somehow
that seems like a more attainable
alternative than waiting upwards of
20 years for traditional admission.[9]
This difficulty has meant that
Green Card marriages are becoming
a serious problem clogging the
United States immigration system.
Marriage to an American citizen has
been viewed as largely a foolproof
way of gaining permanent residency–
as soon as you are married you can
be granted a conditional Green Card
triggering your immigration status to
permanent resident.

Even if you undergo a divorce while
only holding a green card and not as a
citizen, courts honor the permanent
residency status even without separate
qualifying grounds for residency such
as a job. In 2007, a quarter of all Green
Card holders held their status as a
result of their marriage to an American
citizen – doubling all employment
categories of visas.
As much as we can argue whether
the American dream is dead, for many
people even the glimmer of hope that
it provides leads to their aspiration to
become an American at any cost. This
desire has resulted in K-1 visas have
become the host of long-term scams, a
fact which 90 Day Fiancé seemingly
glamorises. TLC casts couples that are
textbook examples of what Homeland
Security describes as the heartbreaker
scam. This is a complex scheme: (1)
get an American to fall in love with you
(2) get married to secure a Green Card
and (3) after the 2-year conditional
period get divorced to remain in
America and have your own American
dream apart from being married.
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For example, in season 4 of 90 Day
Fiancé: Before the 90 Days Usman
“Sojaboy” Umar from Nigeria spoke at
length about how his primary
motivation to marry Lisa Hamme, an
American 23-years his senior, is to
launch his rapping career in America.
Another couple featured that season
Ed Brown and Rosemarie Vega shows
Brown, known as ‘Big Ed’,
showcasing his wealth in front of
Vega, a single mother living without
running water in the Philippines. Both
sets of couples became instant stars
online, especially on the 90 Day
Fiancé Reddit page consisting of
over 200,000 members. But it never
appeared to amount to actual love or
anything even resembling friendship
as much as a formal exchange
between lonely, middle aged
Americans and foreigners looking to
create a better life for themselves.
Although deep down we all know that
Umar and Vega did not truly love
their partners as they professed, we
cannot help but root for them to
come to America and defraud the
immigration
system
for
their
permanent residency.
After all of this research, part of
me is torn about the enjoyment I
derived from 90 Day Fiancé. 90 Day
Fiancé is reality TV as it was in its
heyday: trashy at the end-of-yourseat moments that even with the
commercials you are willing to watch.
The U.S. government affirms that
most marriages applied for under the
K1 visa are legitimate, but when we
think of the visa we cannot help but
conjure up the image of the couples
seen on 90 Day Fiancé.

In the depths of my research I came
across the story of Leandro Arriaga
and Karah de Oliveira that shows just
how dangerous 90 Day Fiancé is to
feeding the American perception that
marrying someone from a foreign
country through a K1 visa is something
to be ashamed of, as opposed to
celebrated. Arriaga and de Oliveira had
been together for almost a decade
sharing a child and apart from the
formal paperwork acted as a marriage
couple would. They avoided getting
married out of fear that her family
would believe that he, a Brazilian, was
trying to get a Green Card. Instead,
they remained together all throughout
the relaxed immigration policies of the
Obama-era to prove to her family that
he was in the relationship for what they
held to be the right reasons.

What follows is the heartbreaking story
that even though were more legitimate
a couple then many featured on TLC
and he rightfully should have been
granted permanent residency, under
the Trump Presidency’s tougher
standards against of immigration he
faced deportation.
Like the classic evil Kermit meme
(it came out in 2014 apparently!), the
good Kermit in me can shout for days
proclaiming that TLC is continually
tainting the American K1 visa process
with their programming, thereby
indirectly hurting couples that truly
deserve the benefits associated with
the visa.
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But evil Kermit also recognizes that
TLC is in the battle for its life. As
more and more of us switch from
traditional cable to streaming
services, advertisement revenue from
shows which portray more balanced
representations correspondingly drop
as well. Seeing train wreck couples
that might be defrauding one another
is simply more entertaining than a
couple who actually love one
another. The harsh reality is that no
matter how upset we get for couples
like Arriaga and de Oliveira, TLC is
not going to suddenly switch from
sensationalized television and the
United States government is unlikely
to relax their immigration process. At
the end of the day it’s for our
entertainment.
References:
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COMING
SOON

Law Show 2021 has
overcome the odds to bring
you Scooby Doo: Long Paw
of the Law, the Movie!
Someone -- or something -has been terrorizing the Law
Centre! Between Tim going
missing, and a spooky new
professor, it looks like we've
got a mystery on our hands!
Join The Gang as they
navigate law school, solve a
mystery, and learn the true
meaning of friendship. As
always, we are donating to a
fantastic cause, and this
year, we have partnered with
the Terra Centre. Keep your
eyes peeled, because Law
Show 2021 will be available
by the end of February as a
link available for purchase!

current events

QANON: PART II
By Kaitlynd Hiller (3L)

A yoga instructor, a congressional candidate, and a white
supremacist walk into a bar. What’s on tap? QAnon
conspiracy theories. Why does everyone want a pint? That’s
the question that I’ve spent the last handful of months trying
to unpack and understand. The short answer as to why so
many people from seemingly different value systems are
embracing “alternative facts” is that conspiratorial thinking
has the alluring and built-in benefit of being able to provide
simple answers to complex issues. And people really, REALLY
like simple answers, especially emotionally-charged ones that
put a bad guy at the end of their pointed finger to direct
their frustration at. It’s a useful catharsis for living in a
pandemic where people are suffering and life is
uncomfortable and there seems to be no end in sight.
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I completely agree with those on the
Q train on that point—no one likes
staying
home,
the
public
health/science messaging has been
confusing, and the recommendations
are ever-changing. It sucks. I get it.
However, I’ve also come to
understand that ultimately it is more
uncomfortable (and boring) to stay
home and sit with uncertainty and
put trust in an imperfect government
than it is to march against that
government to try and take back
control. That’s one of the main
throughlines connecting the different
sub-cultures that have come to adopt
QAnon beliefs: control.
In so many ways, the alternative
wellness space was ripe for the
QAnon picking. Anti-vaxxers, holistic
wellness coaches, crunchy granola
moms, yoga instructors, and
meditation gurus usually share a
general distrust of the “mainstream
media” and institutional authorities.
For many in these camps, intuition is
held as a purer source of truth than
the scientific method, and anecdotal
evidence is more convincing than
expert consensus. Thus, back in the
spring, QAnon made a successful
infiltration from the dark corners of
the internet into mainstream groups
by co-opting the #SaveTheChildren
slogan. Conspiracy theories about
Wayfair and adrenochrome and
Chrissy Teigen tapped into parental
concern, but completely threw a
wrench into the work that advocates
had been doing on child trafficking
for years (ironically enough, some of
the best reporting that has been
done on the issue came from
investigative journalists at the New
York Times—the “mainstream media”
that these groups love to rail
against).

However flawed and harmful, the
story layered perfectly on top of
existing patterns of concern. If
you’ve already spent so much time
believing in a shadowy agreement
between pharma and government to
injure your child for profit with
vaccines, it’s not hard to believe that
there is also a global sex-trafficking
ring procuring the blood of children
to provide a fountain of youth for
Hollywood stars and politicians. In
both cases you are responsible for
doing your own research, and in both
cases you are responsible for
protecting your own family.

The alternative wellness space also
served as a gateway for QAnon
propaganda about COVID-19. In May,
a well-known women’s health author
Dr. Christiane Northrup shared the
Plandemic video with her half a
million Facebook followers, boosting
the conspiracy theory that the
pandemic is a hoax into the
mainstream. She then went on to do
interviews on QAnon YouTube
channels, pulling her audience further
down the rabbit hole with her.
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Although YouTube has cracked down
on Q content, she continues to post
daily updates on her Facebook page,
titling her videos “The Great
Awakening” (a QAnon reference). She
uses these videos to encourage her
followers to defy mask mandates and
public health orders, to vote for
Donald Trump, and to stand up for
“medical sovereignty” (among other
things).
Although the Q themes are obvious,
her content is much more digestible
and approachable than the original
source material on 4chan or 8chan.
This softening of rhetoric until the
overtly racist conspiracies are
packaged into cute instagram stories
or memes on mom groups is what
observers have come to dub “Pastel
QAnon”. By re-packaging harmful
conspiracies into familiar language
and aesthetic content, influencers
that are using these conspiracies to
help their followers make sense of
the world have plausible deniability
when confronted with the source of
their talking points. More troubling, it
also means that their followers are
unable to discern what information is
legitimate and what is not.
This packaging of conspiratorial
thought in emotional, empathetic
language capitalizes on those who
have healthy skepticism in order to
radicalize their thoughts and pull
them farther away from the rational
world. This has had a huge impact on
interpersonal relationships, tearing
families apart and making it harder
and harder to come back together.
Part of the reason why it’s so hard to
talk to someone who has been
radicalized by conspiracy theories is
by design.

Albertan vlogger Dan Olson put it well
when discussing what he calls the
“immune response of paranoid
conspiratorial thought”. He explains
that it’s so hard to reason with
someone who has bought into a
conspiracy because ultimately the
enemy “isn’t merely another group with
different ideas . . . they are actively
seeking harm. [Therefore] any
disagreement, any counter-argument,
is clearly manufactured by an
opposition that isn’t merely indifferent
to truth, but actively, knowingly
suppressing it.” Thus, if you question
your friend’s data on the rate of child
sex trafficking, you’re a pedophile
apologist. If you support mask
mandates, you’re a sheeple Nazi. If
you’re a nurse administering the Pfizer
vaccine,
you’re
breaking
the
Nuremberg Code on orders from Bill
Gates.
As the makers of the Conspirituality
Podcast so aptly describe, alt-health
groups largely subscribe to three
axioms shared by both spirituality and
conspiracy: nothing is as it seems;
everything
is
connected;
and
everything has a purpose. As of 2021,
many wellness influencers have
decided that the purpose of this
“plandemic” is to force us into
submission so that the government can
assert total control of our lives.
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. All of their effort is now being put into making sure that no more control is ceded.
The marches in the streets have been a way for them to express this.
Unfortunately, they have found themselves marching alongside Proud Boy white
supremacists and have (as far as I know) given little thought as to what it means
that they are unlikely bedfellows with the far-right.
On one of Dr. Northrup’s last vlogs she mentioned how fun it was to be meeting
new people who she would never normally cross paths with through this work of
exposing the COVID conspiracy. She had just listened to a great talk on the Alex
Jones Show that she would post a link of. She was thinking of moving to Parler or
MeWe to get away from the “fact-checkers”. She had just learned about flatearthers and shrugged her shoulders with a coy smile: “I don’t know! Maybe…”.

VACCINE ROLL-OUT AND THE
FUTURE.
By Illya Shcherba (2L)
With two vaccines approved, the
Canadian government faces the task
of getting needles into people’s
shoulders. Vaccine distribution is no
easy task. The Federal government
bought millions of doses of many
different vaccines, most of which are
currently not approved by Health
Canada or the FDA, which allows for
faster distribution of the shots when
and if they complete phase three
trials and get the approval of Health
Canada.
So with two vaccines approved, when
are things getting back to normal?
Well, sadly, not for a long time.
Currently, people who are in priority
high-risk
groups
are
getting
vaccinated, which in Alberta includes
health-care workers in intensive care
units, home care workers, staff in
long term care and designated
support

living facilities, and other similar
categories.
It is not until February that Seniors 75
years of age or older and health care
workers in medical, surgical, and
COVID-19 units will begin receiving
vaccinations. As such, as I am writing
this, we are deep in the second wave,
and there appears to be little reason
to think that we will stop social
distancing measures any time soon,
or that the Alberta government will
lift the lockdown measures. It is not
until the Fall of 2021 that the Alberta
government anticipates the vaccines
to roll-out to the public, so we might
still be stuck in the way things
currently are for quite a while, but at
least there appears to be a light at
the end of the COVID-19-tunnel.
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An interview with Belal Zaher
Canons: Tell us about your summer
experience! It must have been a
little different because of the
(unwelcome) presence of COVID19, but what were the highlights?
Belal: It was so much more different
for us—it wasn’t the “real” summer
experience. Honestly the first part
was a little weird, since we were just
at home for the first little bit. It
wasn’t until we got into the office
that it was so, so cool. I was always
worried I’d be one of those people
who likes law school but hates
actually practicing law, but once I
got into [the work] it was so much
fun. It was so different from what I
thought it would be and what law
school prepares you for. You get to
learn something new and meet new
people every day. There was so
much more learning, but of course I
don’t know anything, so I’m learning
all the time.
Meeting new people was so exciting
—during the pandemic that didn’t
really happen at all, so going in and
seeing the other summer students
was really fun! And going to lunches
with some of the lawyers, hearing
their war stories and all that.
What was it like to do part of your
summer online, and what was it like
to be in office during COVID-19?
For the online experience, Bennett
Jones did a phenomenal job making
it as seamless as possible. They had
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Belal Zaher is a current 3L
who summered as a 2L
student with Bennett Jones’
Calgary office this past
summer. Canons chatted with
him about what it was like to
go through the 2L recruit
(back when it wasn’t online),
his experience with the 1L
recruit, and his experience
as a summer student.

This Canons of
Construction content was
generously sponsored by
Bennett Jones (thank you!).

computers for us and it was great, but
it was still a little empty-feeling,
especially since we’d just come out of
doing school in the pandemic and that
was all still new. [At work], you’d get
a call from a lawyer’s disembodied
voice asking for help on a file, and
you might not see them on video
since they’re often very busy. You’d
do your assignment, you don’t
necessarily know who these people
are, you’d send it into the ether, hope
you did a good job, and then move on
to the next thing. It felt a lot like
being back in school—rather than
working for an actual person, it felt
like I was just doing and submitting
assignments.
When we got back into the office,
that was when you got to do face-toface meetings with lawyers. And no
one looked like their pictures, so I
couldn’t recognize anyone I’d worked
for whose photos I’d seen back into
the
office
and
seeing
that
environment was a little off-putting at
first since you had to sanitize your
hands going in, and it was a ghost
town—there were maybe three or four
lawyers in the office on the whole
floor with all the summer students.
But you got used to getting up and
putting on your mask, following
protocols, and all that. And the best
part of being in the office was that
you could get up, visit other students,
talk about assignments, and say,
“Hey, I’m working on this thing, do
you know about it?” or “I have this
idea, does it sound stupid?” I was
really missing the brainstorming and
talking to someone when it was all
online, and I didn’t even know I was
missing it until I had that support
again. It made you feel more like part
of the firm, going in and being able to
talk to other people.
Did you do the 1L recruit?
Haha! For the 1L recruit I was stupid
a n d h of
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blame my not getting a single call
back on that. I put that I went to
the “University of Alberta in
Calgary, Alberta,” and when I saw
that, I thought “I wouldn’t give me
an interview, either.” That’s pretty
basic.
Oh no! 1Ls, check your resumes
for typos. What was it like doing
the 2L recruit? You did it back
when it was still traditional and
not online. Do you have any
advice or challenges you faced?
For a regular recruit (because I
don’t even know what to do during
COVID), the biggest piece of
advice I’d give people is: know
how to navigate dinners. I did not
know they would be as important
as they are, but I think they are
very, very important. I’ve never
done anything like that, and I think
most people haven’t—we went to
$$$$ Google review restaurants,
and I don’t do anything above $$.
That’s pretty intense! And these
will be very fancy dinners; you’ll
have drinks and be able to mingle,
and if that’s foreign for you, you
have to know how to do that and
just pick it up. You can’t just say
“I’ll kill the interview and for the
dinner I’m going to be super
awkward,” because it doesn’t work
like that.
You have to really understand
things like commonplace manners
and being nice to the server,
which seems so obvious, but I
really did see some people who
totally ignored servers and did
other things like that, which didn’t
come across very well. Just
knowing how to carry yourself
during the dinner—being social,
not being too aggressive—of
course everyone wants to impress
the partners, but if you’re really
up in their face

trying to dominate the conversation,
people often really don't enjoy that.
And understand what people mean
when they say “fit”—you’ll hear
people say “you’ll find the right fit”
for the firm that suits you best, and I
like to tell people to think of that in
terms of what it’s like when you first
meet someone and you’re deciding if
you can be friends. That’s the kind of
fit you’re looking for—sometimes you
can just tell, if they don’t laugh at
your jokes and it’s awkward when you
talk. It’s like being in law school: you
meet a lot of different people and fall
into where you fit, and you can tell if
you can be someone’s acquaintance
but not their best bud.
Finally: don’t think there’s a certain
way you have to do the recruit. There
are going to be a lot of people telling
you what you have to do, but there’s
no right way to do it—there are only
wrong ways to do it. Don’t feel
pressured that there’s some template
you have to follow to get a job. And
grades will get you in the door with
an interview, but won’t get you a job.
If you think there are things you’re
weaker on, great grades won’t
completely shield you from those
things being noticed.
At the end of the day, you’re
interviewing the firm as much as
they’re interviewing you. A lot of
people go in thinking “I just want a
job; I’ll take any job and work
anywhere.” I think firms can really
see past people who have done thirty
seconds of research, haven’t put
much thought into what they want,
and just want an offer. Really think to
yourself about whether you can work
there and if you can work with these
if you can work with these people.
For me, there were a few firms who,
after the first interview, I knew I
wouldn't
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want to work for, and if they gave
me a call back I would turn them
down because it wasn’t what I
wanted. It sounds cheesy, but you
are worth it, and you should not just
be taking any offer than anyone
gives you. Ask yourself: where do
you want to be in the future? If it’s
none of the firms [in the recruit],
that’s okay too! BigLaw is not the
be all and end all of law school, and
it’s not for everyone by a long shot.
Oh! And when they ask you to ask
questions about them, ask them
questions about what makes them
different from other firms. Don’t be
afraid to ask what makes them
different from every other big law
firm—when you look at them all at
first online, they look very similar,
but it’s up to you during the recruit
to figure out what makes them
different and how your values and
what you’re looking for lines up
with each firm.
Do you have any funny recruit
stories?
I’ve been debating whether I want
to even tell this story! Okay, so I
had a full week of interviews with a
bunch of different Calgary firms, so
I drove down here—I’m from
Calgary—and stayed with my
brother. I had my Bennett Jones
interview at noon, and we were
supposed to go to a restaurant
called Teatro. I was ready to go,
and then I opened my suit
jacket...and there was no dress
shirt. I left them all back in
Edmonton, and my interview was in,
like, an hour. My brother lives very
far from downtown Calgary, and
he’s much bigger than me, so I
couldn’t borrow any of his shirts. I
had no idea what to do. And I can’t
go without a dress shirt and tie to
one of the biggest interviews I’ve
ever had!

So I booked it downtown and went to
Simons, which was really close to
Bankers Hall where I was going
tomeet my interviewers. I told the
salesperson, “Hey, I need a dress
shirt like right now.” I showed up to
Simons in my street clothes and put
everything on—suit and everything—
in the Simons change room, got the
sales guy to scan the shirt while I
was still wearing it, and showed up
sweating to my interview. Little did
they know that I was wearing this
dress shirt with the tags still on it
tucked into my suit.
It’s funny too because later on I
listened to one of the partners and
got the lasagna—which I definitely
knew I shouldn’t do because I knew
I’d make a mess—and then of course
I ended up getting the biggest sauce
spot on my shirt. But they laughed it
off and thought it was funny, and it
was all good.

Well, it’s like you said—you never
know how little, tiny things will be
received. You might think you’ve
done something that totally puts
you out of the running, but
someone might perceive it as
charming and sweet.
True, you never really know. For
that particular interview, there was
actually supposed to be another
student there, and then he ended
up getting swapped out to meet
with a different partner. The
partner I met with and I connected
so well, same jokes, same
everything, and she really sold me
on the firm. And it’s just those
little things—like, maybe if that
other guy showed up, things would
have been different. You never
really know how things might work
out.
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LEGAL CHALLENGES OF COVID19 MEASURES FAIL.
By Cailey Severson (2L)
Both Edmonton and Calgary have
withstood legal challenges to COVID19 measures in the last month.
A judge in Edmonton threw out a
lawsuit challenging the city’s
mandatory face mask bylaw. The
claimant argued the bylaw was a
nuisance, creating a public health
crisis through increased litter, but
ultimately he hoped the lawsuit
would get the city’s attention and put
pressure on them to stop supporting
a hoax. The lawsuit was thrown out
on procedural grounds, calling the
“attention-seeking tactic”* an abuse
of court and citing the requested
$565 million in damages as having
“no basis in law.”*
In Calgary, a judge refused to
grant an emergency injunction
against the Alberta government’s
bans on gatherings and mandatory
mask laws. The injunction was
requested by two Baptist churches
and a Calgary gym owner, claiming
that the restrictions violate their
constitutional rights to “gather for
social and religious reasons,” travel,
conduct business, and “express
themselves.”

The injunction was requested to
prevent the further restriction of
Albertan’s rights and freedoms.
However, Justice Kirker refused to
grant the injunction on the basis that
Dr. Hinshaw, as the Chief Medical
Officer of Health, has the authority to
take measures in the interests of
public safety. The public interest in
granting the injunction did not
outweigh the public interest in
continuing the measures - stating that
the risk of COVID-19 transmission is
real (yes, it actually had to be said).
These decisions are a good sign for
all of us who realize we live in a
society. The outcomes could have
been worse - for example, in
November the US Supreme Court
ruled against New York State’s
restrictions on houses of worship for
violating their freedom of religion.
Despite how tough this situation has
been, COVID-19 measures are here to
keep us and our loved ones safe.
Arguably in Alberta, the measures
have been as minimal (arguably as
ineffectual) as possible so the claims
that our liberties are being taken or
that we are being tested for our
compliance are fairly weak. In the
meantime, we can hope vaccinations
will truly be available to us in mid2021 so we can stop listening to the
cries of conspiracy.
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ELECTION PART
FOLLOW-UP.
II
By Zachary Gee (2L) & Illya Shcherba (2L)

Welcome to Part II of our
rundown
on
the
American
Presidential Race. You might still be
asking yourself what is wrong with
America---your snobby friend thinks
that Donald Trump still has some sort
of chance to overturn the electoral
college results, the election was
stolen, and that the vote was rigged
by a dead Hugo Chavez. You might
think America has dissolved into
some sort of Banana Republic, and if
you want to know why, this will give
you the followup of what has
happened between November 3rd
and now, and where the USA is
headed in 2021.
The Razor Thin Landslide
Many of you were likely glued to the
TV all week, just wondering how it
was possible Trump could lead in
Virginia, Pennsylvania, Michigan, and
Wisconsin. He even declared victory
early on election night. But in most of
the swing states, a massive influx of
urban mail-in ballots, far after polls
closed, pushed Biden over the top
and delivered crucial Electoral
College votes to him.

When all was said and done, the
Biden-Harris ticket received 81,283,
098 votes, the most out of any ticket
in American history. The TrumpPence ticket received 74,222,058
votes, around seven million fewer
votes than the winners.
We do want to emphasize that Biden
ended up winning and by a lot, too.
However, because America is
America, the popular vote in itself
does not get you control of
government. While we touched on
the mechanics of the Electoral
College in our first article, there are
even more deficiencies to be noted.
The most populous state of California
(~40 mil pop) has the same amount
of representation in the Senate as the
least populous state of Wyoming
(~600k pop). Thus, while California
will routinely elect 2 Democratic
Senators, Wyoming will elect 2
Republican ones.
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It should be noted that the number of
Electoral College (EC) votes is
allocated to each state based on the
number of representatives and
senators they have. California has
fifty-three representatives and two
senators, for 55 EC votes in total.
There are ~727,272 Californians for
every EC vote they have. Contrast
this to Wyoming which has 3 EC
votes, with one representative and
two senators. There are ~200,000
Wyomingites for every EC vote they
have. On a per-capita basis, a ballot
cast in Wyoming is weighted around
three times more heavily than one
cast in California. Aggregately, across
all the small to midsize rural states,
the Electoral College becomes a
horcrux for Republican Presidential
Candidates.
Given this dynamic, Biden’s win was
both razor-thin and a landslide. It was
one that could have very easily seen
Trump re-elected. Let’s revisit five of
the swing states from our previous
article. Pennsylvania, Michigan,
Wisconsin, Georgia, and Arizona were
all closer than expected. With
Wisconsin, Georgia, and Arizona, the
margin of victory was between ten to
twenty thousand votes. In fact, if
aggregated, the Biden-Harris ticket
won these three states by 45,000
votes. The mere figure of 45,000
isn't much at all. If these votes went
for Trump-Pence, the Electoral
College would have tipped the entire
election to Trump. Collectively, this
amount of votes is the approximate
population of Grand Prairie, Alberta.
The mere population of one midsized town decided the fate of
America.

Ultimately, Biden received 306 electoral
votes to Trump’s 232, the same margin
that separated Trump and Clinton in
2016. Yet, the Trump-Pence ticket
outperformed all expectations, and
nearly won the electoral college by
coming up slightly short in key states.
Slightly short is an accomplishment for
them. This is an administration that tried
to kick millions of people off of the
Affordable Care Act in the middle of a
pandemic. Given the division, the lies,
the racism, the misogyny, and chaos of
the previous four years it may seem truly
mind boggling. So what happened with
the polling? And with record-breaking
turnout, why did so many people
continue to vote for Trump?
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Well, there was certainly a systematic
polling error as virtually no pollsters
got the national popular vote close to
the 4.5% points that Biden ended up
winning by. Most pre-election polls
had Biden up by eight points. More
consequentially, state-by-state polling
seemed quite varied as well, as states
that seemed competitive such as
Texas, Ohio, and Florida ended up
being a wash for Democrats. Still, the
Biden strategy persisted as he was
able to pick up the consequential
midwestern states while eating into
Republican territory in states such as
Georgia and Arizona. While Biden did
not end up winning overwhelmingly as
many, including us, predicted, we
nonetheless believe that the outcome
shows a competitive advantage the
Biden candidacy had. It was able to
garner broad country-wide appeal,
even if Biden was not the preferred
Democratic nominee for a lot of
people (you’ll get him next time
Pete!!).
While polls were not entirely accurate
in this election, it is important to note
a couple of things for understanding
where the error comes from. First, it
must be acknowledged that having an
election during a pandemic brings
about huge uncertainties that are hard
to predict beforehand, such as how
much turnout there will be, and how
voting by mail would affect the actual
result.

This becomes important in accounting
for the polling errors as a popular
theory (there’s no actual academic
data on this just yet that we could
find), suggests that Democratic voters
are more likely to respond to pollsters,
as they were more likely to work jobs
that could be done from their homes.
As such, they were easier to reach than
Republican
supporters
were.
Furthermore, another popular theory
suggests that the polling error could
be due to the difference in trust of
polling between the two parties, as
after all, the previous president had a
habit of telling people not to trust the
polls, and this could lead many within
the Republican Party to be less likely
to want to answer polls.
Second, it should be noted that even
though polls were in error, they were
mostly all in error in the same direction
—favoring the Democrats. Thus, the
errors were not random, but had
systematic problems, suggesting that
pollsters should make better efforts at
reaching Republican voters.
The Republican Vote
Due to electoral consequences, and
of course, because it’s important to be
empathetic towards others, we think it
becomes worthwhile to dig into why 74
million people would vote for Trump.
Of course, all politics pertains to
identity in some way or another.
People are influenced by countless
factors in their vote choice, the most
prominent being things such as race,
religion, gender, education, income,
and age.
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The Republican Party when compared
to the Democratic Party captured more
male, white, and non-college degree
voters. Certainly, there are voters who
do not fit the typical profile stated
above (as voters are more than their
“profiles”) but one’s identity certainly
does play a huge role in determining
vote choice (for example, just 6% of
black women voted for Trump rather
than Biden).
So, what’s the appeal? Why are so
many drawn to populist politics? Many
studies suggest that the rise of
populism can be attributed to things
such as the rise of racial nationalism as
well as feelings of alienation among
working-class voters. The feeling of
alienation often stems from the belief
that one’s position in society is
unstable, or declining, and that one
does not have the same level of
opportunity to succeed in society as
one once did. As society globalizes,
and workplaces modernize, there is a
wide-spread belief that whiter-working
class people are being left behind for
the benefit of university-educated city
dwellers or recent immigrants. Thus,
one being in such a position, and
having such an identity, tends to feel
alienated by social and economic
welfare policies as some view this
promoting economic wellbeing for
those that are less deserving, rather
than themselves. As such, populist
policies that promote the interests of
“America first” (Trump’s language), is
obviously a whistle to many voters that
their interests are being prioritized as
opposed to the interests of “the
others”.

Consequently, research suggests that
this could mean that as much as 40%
of people who are white lower middle
class will remain unmoveable in their
support for Trump. Furthermore, while
head-to-head polling saw more voters
lean towards Biden for issues such as
handling race relations and foreign
policy, voters consistently saw Trump
as being better for the economy than
Biden, and many voters may have
voted for the candidate that they
thought would be better for getting
the economy back to pre-pandemic
levels, even if they preferred Biden’s
stance on the other issues
Tantrum and Conspiracy
Trump and his Republican cronies are
living in an alternate universe, where
embarrassingly, they have denied
reality and refused to concede no
matter what. Many key Republicans in
Congress took weeks to acknowledge
Biden as the president-elect, and some
still have not. Trump has not accepted
the results of the election, with some
reports that he floated the option of
refusing to leave the White House on
inauguration day. He also tried to
convince Republican-controlled swing
state legislatures to disregard the
results and appoint loyal electors for
him. Most alarmingly, he also
discussed the option of invoking
martial law.
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This option involved sending the
military to swing states, and forcing a
re-do of the election, something that
would be rife with fear and intimidation
targeted at Biden voters. The mere
discussion of this is dark, dangerous,
and is how democracy dies. And the
worst part, all Republicans except for
Utah Senator Mitt Romney refused to
condemn Trump and publicly push
back. It seems they are spineless, afraid
of Trump, and are terrified of his
Twitter wrath if they don’t support him
110%. Let’s face it, Trump has a Darth
Vader-like
chokehold
on
the
Republican Party, and he will retain this
hold over them for the next couple of
years, albeit probably to a lesser
degree. If we didn’t know the
difference between reality and fiction,
unlike the Trump campaign, then we
would deem this behaviour by Trump
and his cronies to be a sith lord
attempted coup. That should scare us
all.
Many of you have likely heard of
Trump’s personal lawyer Rudy Giuliani,
who has been the point person on all
legal challenges to the election.

Whether it be holding a press
conference at the wrong location, in
between a crematorium and an adultrated book store, to claiming that a
dead Venzualan dictator rigged the
vote-counting
software
while
sweating hair dye down his face, this
“lawyer” keeps making up facts and
initiating
more
outrageous
conspiracies every day. He has gone
from America’s Mayor following his
handling of the 9/11 response in NYC
to a delusional embarrassment to the
legal profession. Never have we ever
been taught in law school to make up
facts in a case to fill in gaps that we
have invented in order to apply laws
we’re fabricating to try to win the
case for our clients.
The Path Ahead: Inauguration of the
Delawarian and the Californian
As constitutionally mandated,
Joseph Robinette Biden Jr. of the
State of Delaware and Kamala Devi
Harris of the State of California will
officially assume office at 12:00:00
on January 20th, 2021. In previous
election cycles, the incoming and
outgoing
administrations
collaborated on a transition, ensuring
that new officials were fully briefed
and prepared to take over. An
orderly, smooth transition has been a
hallmark of the lead-up to the
inauguration. It usually begins with
the president-elect being invited to
the White House the day after the
election, and for the incoming staff to
share office space with outgoing
ones during the transition to have
them learn the ropes of governing. It
culminates in the outgoing and
incoming president riding together in
the same limousine to the
inauguration ceremonies.
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But, during this transition, the Trump
Administration has refused to
cooperate. Instead, his loyal officials
have buckled down and acted like
there will be a second Trump term.
They have left the incoming Biden
staff in the dark. It seems Trump is
trying to sow chaos and make
governing difficult for Biden. Whether
it be appointing Trump loyalists to the
Pentagon Board, or floating naming a
special prosecutor to look into Hunter
Biden and Election Fraud, it is
blatantly obvious Trump’s fragile ego
can’t stomach losing. On the morning
of the inauguration, he will be dragged
out of 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue
kicking and screaming. It's anyone’s
guess if he will even show up to the
inaugural ceremonies. By some
accounts, the deposed demagogue
will instead head to Florida for a rally
with supporters, where he will suggest
he’s running again in 2024 to detract
attention from the Biden-Harris
inauguration.

Regardless, America will soon be in
steady and experienced hands.
Biden’s
cabinet
choices
are
representative of the country, with a
record number of women and
minorities being selected. For
example, New Mexico Rep. Debra
Haaland is slated to be the first
Native-American woman in cabinet,
as Secretary of the Interior. Pete
Buttigieg will be the first openly
LGBTQ member of cabinet as
Secretary
of
Transportation.
Additionally, many of the appointees
are Obama administration alumni, and
are familiar with the levers of power
and how to govern. For example,
former Iowa Governor Tom Vilsak will
be returning to his post as Secretary
of Agriculture; he previously served
in this role from 2009-2017 under
Obama. Rest assured this experience
will serve all the appointees well, and
the Biden-Harris administration will
not be totally in the dark when their
term begins.

The inauguration will look different,
given the pandemic conditions. It will
still be held on the steps of the West
Front of the U.S. Capitol Building.
Biden will give his inaugural address to
a reduced, socially distanced crowd,
mainly of members of Congress and
their chosen guests. The Inaugural
Parade will be scaled down too,
perhaps entirely virtual. Nevertheless,
expect Trump to tweet comparisons
about Biden’s inauguration crowd size
to his in 2017. Seriously, who still
fusses about inauguration crowd size
in the middle of a global health crisis.
As Barack Obama put it, “who in their
right mind obsesses over that, was he
traumatized as a kid, did no one show
up to his birthday parties?”.

In the first one hundred days of
the Biden-Harris administration, there
will be lots of work to do and issues
to address. More specific details
about the rollout of vaccines are
expected to be provided, and we
should have a clearer idea about
when this pandemic will have an
official end date.
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Additionally, expect a heavy focus on the plan for economic recovery from
COVID. The Biden-Harris team will begin working to try and restore the heart and
soul of the country, and the first hundred days will no doubt influence that
trajectory. Anti-racism policies are also expected to be formulated during this
time.
In conclusion, America narrowly dodged a bullet from four more years of Donald
Trump. There is reason to be hopeful and to believe that the Biden-Harris
administration will work diligently to improve America, rather than being divisive,
populist, and inflammatory towards other countries. But, America is still bitterly
divided. Trump supporters aren’t going away overnight, and Trump will continue
to be the de-facto leader of the Republican Party. He will intimidate the internal
critics and try to influence the party’s candidates. The 2022 midterm elections
aren’t all that far off and many expect Trump-like candidates to continue to run.
However, for now, we can take a deep breath and take solace in the fact that
America successfully denied Trump a second kick-at-the-can.
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CANONS CROSSWORD
By Cailey Severson(2L)
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TOP MUSIC OF 2020
MUSIC THAT MADE 2020 FEEL LESS LIKE (AND SOME THAT MADE IT FEEL
MORE LIKE) THE APOCALYPSE
By Rebecca Zhang (2L) & Nicholas Siennicki (1L)
REBECCA

NICHOLAS

1) Genius - Set My Heart on Fire
ImmePerfumediately:
Do you feel like an old soul
trapped in a young body? Or
alternatively, like a young person
trapped inside an old and achy body?
Either way, this album will really make
you feel your age as you listen to
someone introspectively reflect on
their entire life and contemplate
aging. The opening lyrics: “Half of my
whole life is gone” indeed.[Nic:
Alternative title: Set my circadian
rhythm to sleep mode immediately.
Album’s interesting enough but
utterly lacks the energy and punch
that I desperately yearn for to fill the
void.]

1) BMTH - Post Human: Survival
Horror:
Like Rebecca said, this album is
heavily inspired by Linkin Park, but it
benefits greatly from Oli Sykes insane
cutting edge creativity, as all BMTH
records do. It also SLAPS, the weakest
songs on the record are still absolute
bangers. [Rebecca: On both lists?!
Everyone must listen to this album
immediately.]

2) Yves Tumor - Heaven to a
Tortured Mind:
Indie rock meets psychedelic
influences for the perfect mess of an
album. Every song is a new sound
and musical adventure. It’s catchy,
creative, and difficult to describe
with just one genre – what more
could you ask for? Listen for the
musical equivalent of “umami”.

2) Idles - Ultra Mono:
Idles can do little wrong, and while
this absolute banger of an album, it is
a touch more one-note than their
previous offering. The earnestness and
urgency of this record really forces
you to understand why punk continues
to be “important”.[Rebecca: “Ultra
Mono”
short
for
“Ultra
Monotonous”...While I love the band,
this album takes everything great
about them and makes a very middleof-the-road record that severely pales
in comparison to their near-perfect
other albums.]
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3 ) Avenade - Vice Versa in Such
Things:
An album for those of us who
never grew out of our hot topic
phase but are looking for something
a bit more ~sophisticated~, the
creative instrumentals and seamless
blending of genres will hit all of your
bottled-up emotional needs. If you
like your noise rock with a mash up of
alt metal, alt rock, post-hardcore, and
a big, healthy dose of pop punk
angst, this is the album to check out.

4) Klo Pelgag - Notre-Dame-desSept-Douleurs:
A colourful pop album to match
the colourful album artwork. If you’re
looking for an introduction to art pop,
or just want something fun and
uplifting, this is the album to check
out. Plus, the album is also in french,
so you can finally flex your middle
school french class skills. “Je suis''
good at french.
Rebecca: Unlike my pretentious
counterpart (his words of course, not
mine), I don’t tend to separate the
“subjective” from the “objective”. My simple,
foolproof method: If it sounds good and
feels good (bonus points for creativity),
then it goes on my list.

NICHOLAS
3) Charli XCX - how i’m feeling now:
Rebecca in an absolute rage
over this being here, BUT this Charli
continues to innovate with the limits
of ‘future pop’ in a really interesting
and involved way, and I am an
absolute sucker for what I can only
describe as the sounds of a violent
robot orgy turned up to 11.[Rebecca:
“how I’m feeling now” that I’ve
listened to this album? Very bad.
Throwing tons of autotune and
distortion into an album doesn’t make
it “experimental” or good, but rather
comes off as trying too hard while
achieving essentially nothing]
4 - clipping. - Visions of Bodies
Being Burned.
The deep, rumbling bass that
runs through so much of this album
tingles my spine in a pleasing way
while the complex melodies, tunes,
and weirdness plays on overhead.
There’s an anchoring to the
pretentiousness of this album that
allows the listener to sink in and feel
the reassuring hug of the rumbling
bass if the rather demanding act of
listening to the five billion elements
all simultaneously vying for your
attention get a bit much.

Nic: A note on my selection criteria. There are two types of “great” art. The first, more nose in the air pretentious kind is
“objectively” great. It’s layered, complex, contemplative, important, resonant, and not Taylor Swift. You could, if you were
a pretentious English BA, call it sublime. The second is personally resonant. It’s the cozy stuff, the music you have on at
five in the morning when you’re having your third breakdown of the night trying to cram just one more Lord Denning
decision into your almost maliciously un-understanding brain. It’s your repeat listens, your fun, happy music.The year
being what it is, I had a much greater emphasis on the secondary category than the first, and so despite being your
resident pretentious nose-in-the-air English BA, my suggestions skew towards ‘fun to listen to’ rather than ‘wow this is A
R T’.
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5) Laura Marling - Song For Our
Daughter:
The perfect album for lovers of
gentle and emotional folk songs. But
wait, you might ask yourself, “but I
don’t have a daughter, how can I
relate to this album?” Well, the plot
twist is, neither does Laura Marling. If
she can write an emotional album for
a fictional daughter, you can still
emotionally appreciate the album.
While the instrumentals are tame, this
is one of those albums where the
lyrics really make or break an album,
and Marling masterfully crafts her
lyrics here.[Nic: Undoubtedly a good
album, especially with how it mixes
country and choir elements in a nonobtrusive way. But Sturgil Simpson
did this album concept better with A
Sailor's Guide to Earth, and Marling’s
musicianship falters where her lyrics
shine.]
6) Ichiko Aoba - Windswept Adan:
Arguably the prettiest and most
calming album of 2020 (Read Nic’s
review of the album for a better and
more articulate description of the
album than I could ever write). Yes,
the vocals are in Japanese. No, you
do not need to understand what she’s
saying to be whisked away to magical
underwater landscapes.

NICHOLAS
5) Phoebe Bridgers - Punisher:
This is a great album, don’t let
Rebecca tell you otherwise. It has an
eartnessness to it that may come
across as ‘trying too hard to be an
eccentric skeleton onesie wearing
singer-songwriter’, but if you let
yourself just experience the music, it
is really resonant. This isn’t the “best”
singer-songwriter album of the year
in any one particular category, but it
all comes together in a very pleasing
and… compassionate way that makes
everything feel a little more okay.
[Rebecca: Skeleton onesies aren’t a
personality trait and don’t make up
for the lack of personality or
substance in this album – change my
mind.]

6) Run the Jewels - RTJ4:
Banger after banger after
absolute banger. This is an amazing
album, though the first time you
listen through it you’ll be
overwhelmed by how hard every
single song goes. While this is the
perfect ‘I need to lift heavy objects
and put them down repeatedly’
music, there’s so much more energy
and life to it, and it engages so
thoroughly that I can’t help but feel
emboldened every time one of the
many, many killer songs comes on
shuffle.
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7) Everything Everything - ReAnimator:
This album is solely on this list for
the purpose of promoting a massively
(!!!) underrated and consistently
great band. While all of their albums
are great and different from one
another, if you’ve ever wondered
what an electronic pop Radiohead
would sound like, this is the album to
check out.

NICHOLAS
7) Natalia Lafourcade - Un Canto
por Mexico, Vol. 1:
I like latin inspired anthemic folk
songs especially when they’re well
written and cohesive with the
diegetic story-telling of culture and
musicianship. It’s a good album. It’s a
beautiful album. It’s rooted deeply in
Mexican culture while still being
accessible and ‘understandable’
(sonically, not linguistically unless
you speak Spanish).

8) Rina Sawayama - SAWAYAMA:
If you’re feeling nostalgic for the
razzle dazzle of early 2000s pop, this
album revitalizes that sound and adds
a modern twist. With its sparkling
production and sometimes “popstar
with an attitude”, sometimes
“wannabe edgy dark pop” mood
swings, this album will keep you
entertained front to back. This album
also sees Rina explore her Japanese
heritage and how familial pain has
shaped her life, making this both an
important and personal listen.

8) Ichiko Aoba - Windswept Adan:
As Rebecca said, this album is an
art-piece. You don’t really know
what’s going on, but if you close your
eyes and just let yourself be whisked
away to an aural landscape. As such,
this also gets my vote for “best album
to put on when you’re high as a kite”.
There’s a velvety level of detail in the
softness that you can really engage
with, in the same way that the longer
you stare at a van Gogh, the more
you get out of it, even if it can feel
kind of bland on first glance.

9) Soccer Mommy - Color Theory:
If you’re a sad girl and you know
it, clap your hands (*clap clap*). If
you’re looking for brutally honest sad
girl lyricism mixed with an oddly calm
air of acceptance, this is the album
for you. Despite the overuse of the
“sad, indie pop singer-songwriter”
aesthetic, Soccer Mommy manages
to bring a breath of fresh air to it with
some really gentle yet creative songs.
Listen for some serious sad girl hour
vibes with a retro aesthetic twist.

9) Trivium - What the Dead Men Say
/ Protest the Hero - Palimpsest:
These two albums are the same
album. Both bands had a huge slump
after some really amazing early work.
Both leaned too heavily into what
made them unique (math rock, ‘epic’
metal), which made them ironically
forgettable. Both bands realised this
and released albums that worked with
their assets but dialed back the
exaggerated
nature
to
make
something that is complex, intricate,
long, and involved without being
exhausting, meandering, overtlynoodly, or resting on the laurels of
technical ability over actual quality
songwriting.
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10) Bring Me The Horizon - Post
Human: Survival Horror:
Nu-metal meets 2020. If you’ve
ever wondered what Linkin Park
would sound like in 2020 if they
stayed with their nu-metal sound,
look no further than this album. A
very fitting album for a very chaotic
year. [Nic: While very Linkin Park
inspired, BMTH does something that
Linkin Park never did: make complex
and dynamic music. The meld of
influences and intricacies is what
makes this stand out.]

NICHOLAS
10) Janet Devlin - Confessional:
This is a great concept album
made by a former teenage ‘The
Voice’ UK contestant. It details her
journey through the ‘dark’, and
details her struggle with alcoholism,
anorexia, and empty sex. It does so
by the framing concept of someone
going to a ‘confessional booth’ and
telling all of their sins. Plus, the whole
thing is steeped in the Irish folk
music tradition, so it works really well
as a modern problem-meetstraditional storytelling format. Taylor,
take notes ;)

HONOURABLE MENTIONS
REBECCA
The Microphones - Microphones
in 2020
HMLTD - West of EdenPoppy - I
Disagree
The Beths - Jump Rope Gazers
King Gizzard - K.G.
Yukika - Soul Lady
Dua Lipa - Future Nostalgia
Porridge Radio - Every Bad
Alice Boman - Dream On
Grimes - Miss Anthropocene
1. “I Disagree” - Poppy
2. “Simmer” - Hayley Williams
3. “Kyoto” - Phoebe Bridgers
4. “So Heavy I Fell Through the Earth” - Grimes
5. “Hallucinations” / ”Old Wounds” - PVRIS
6. “Edgelord” - Dorian Electra ft. Rebecca Black
7. “Blinding Lights” - The Weeknd
8. “Positions” - Ariana Grande
9. “Gasoline” - HAIM
10. “Run” - Joji

NICHOLAS
Fiona Apple - Fetch the Bolt Cutters
Laura Marling - Song for Our Daughter
Driveways - October Forever Use Me PVRIS
Pink Elephant - Stand Atlantic
Women in Music pt III - HAIM
What’s Your Pleasure - Jessie Ware
Future Nostalgia - Dua Lipa
Evermore - Taylor Swift
Paysage d’Hiver - Im Wald
Juice WRLD - Legends Never Die
Goldfinger - Never Look Back

NIC's TOP
TEN SONGS
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Justin Bieber - Changes:
“Pop? More like ‘poop’ haha am I
right?” Jokes aside, this is arguably
the worst pop album to come out
of 2020. While nothing sounds
“wrong” with the songs, the album
will bore you to death with its
empty, repetitive songs. There’s a
stark difference between “chill
vibes” and “barely trying”, and
unfortunately this album falls into
the latter category. Tired and can’t
sleep at night? Play this album and
you’ll be knocked out in no time.
Lil Uzi Vert - Eternal Atake: Lil Uzi
takes all the potential out of trap
rap and flushes it right down the
toilet with multiple half-baked
songs. Even though trap rap usually
uses autotune to enhance songs,
here it’s used to cover up just how
basic and uninspired the effort put
into this album was. Despite the
ambitious concept and storyline
surrounding
the
album,
it
unfortunately horribly fails at living
up to the hype.
Katy Perry - Smile: (I swear I don’t
hate pop music). This album
manages to take all of the worst
aspects of radio pop and shoves it
all into one generic sounding
album. The album may be called
“smile”, but it makes me frown

Green Day - Father of All:
Man alive, does it ever suck to
see how Green Day have
completely become untethered
from reality. This is hollow, empty,
vapid arena rock that even Bono
wouldn’t touch with a 10ft barge
pole held by another person a
state over, and yet the entire time
Billie Joe Armstrong is screaming
that it’s “real raw rock”. My dude,
you MADE American Idiot and
Dookie. We can see “real rock” in
your OWN discography, and this
ain’t it.
G-Easy - Everything’s Strange
Here:
As a consummate musical
dilettante, nothing irks me more
than someone thinking that “rock”
is easy to do by just adding guitar
distortion
and
aggressive
drumming. And utterly failing to
make anything interesting or
energetic in the process. Boo.
Justin Bieber - Changes: Yummy
was on this album.

OUR BOTTOM
THREE.

REBECCA'S TOP TEN SONGS
1 - “Kingslayer” - BMTH ft. Babymetal
2 - “Animals” / “Black Lungs”- Architects
3 - “Are You Afraid of the Dark?” - Driveways
4 - “Everyone Changes” - Kodaline & Gabriella Aplin
5 - “Now I’m In it” - HAIM

6 - “Drink to Drown” - Stand Atlantic
7 - “Amongst the Shadows & The Stones” - Trivium
8 - “About Love” - MARINA
9 - “The Place That I Work” - Saint Sister, Lisa Hannigan
10 - “God of Fire” - Fit for a King ft. Ryo Kinoshita
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VALENTINE’S DAY:
THE STAY-AT-HOME EDITION
By Cailey Severson (2L)
The never-ending pandemic is going to
be with us on February 14 this year, so
here are some stay at home activities
for Valentine's Day!
Setting the mood: You’re going to need
Valentine’s staples such as candles and
flowers. Maybe put on a YouTube video
of a firelog to give the room an extra
glow and the simulated sound of fire
crackling, or you could put on a playlist
of love songs. If you want to put in
some extra effort, you could hang some
fairy lights and blow up some red and
pink balloons.

Scrabble is a classic that works for
two players, or you could bring up
nostalgia through a Mario Kart
competition. For creative people, go
to the dollar store and pick up two
canvases, paint, and brushes and set
up an at home paint night.

Food and snacks: The way to
anyone’s heart (not just men) is through
their stomach. Fun fact - did you know
that more than 90% of your body’s
serotonin is made in your gut? So take
out the pots and pans and make your
date’s favourite meal. If you want a
different type of dinner, you could set
up a charcuterie board and a tasting of
your favourite drink (wine, whiskey,
coffee, or even juice). Hopeless in the
kitchen? Order from their favourite
restaurant. Don’t forget to pick up some
chocolate too.
Post-meal activities: For movie lovers,
one of my favourites is The Proposal,
but maybe try an all-time classic like
Grease. If you want to do something
more interactive, playing a game can
make the evening more interesting.
Search up “Timeless Love Songs” on
Spotify for a good selection of old and
new songs →
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BACHELOR PREDICTIONS
By Devyn Kim (2L) & Alexis Neuman (2L)

Tears will be
shed.
With Valentine’s Day right around the
corner, what better way to celebrate
than to start binge watching “The
Bachelor” on January 4th. By nature
of being on television for 24 seasons
(the first season premiered in 2002 this show is almost old enough to go
to law school itself), The Bachelor
has become somewhat predictable in
the best way possible. First, we know
that the process is unlikely to lead to
a happily ever after and second, that
we will be seeing villains, fan
favourites and tears just like in a
Disney movie. For this article, we
only looked at the pictures and bios
for all the contestants as seen on
ABC’s website, so like law firms we
will be judging these people on first
impressions only!
Disclaimer: This article will be
published after the first episode airs.
Therefore, we fully accept that we
will most likely be wrong on every
level.
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“Villains are More Exciting Anyway!”:
Like a test where you know all the
answers, Amber (L), a 30-year-old
nursing student, seems too easy to be
this season’s villain. The head tilt, the
lack of a smile, and the fact that her
physical type of man is “MATT
JAMES!” just screams like this girl will
be likely to stir up some drama.

It is the fact that she fits the mold of a
villain so perfectly that we are not
going to pick her! This show loves to
have twists, they make for great
promotions for the next week. That’s
why we believe that Illeana (R), a 25year-old Health Food Developer, will
be the actual villain and Amber will
actually be a sweetheart that has
nailed her angles. Now, we do not
know who writes the biographies for
these girls, but if it is themselves then
we want some of that confidence for
our cover letters. Illeana describes
herself as “a perfect mix of beauty and
brains.” You just know by reading that
that she will have some drama
associated with her, especially in this
talented group of girls that include a
financial manager, pharmacist and a
pair of attorneys.

“You’re Too Good for Him!” (aka
Breakout Influencer):

In every Bachelor or Bachelorette
season there is the person who is
clearly too good to be on the show
and by the end we are all cheering for
them to be free from being declared
the “winner” so that they can live a
somewhat normal life. This season
appears to have lots of accomplished
women from diverse backgrounds,
which is great to see from a franchise
that has been surrounded by
controversy for being far from
culturally diverse. Therefore, this was a
hard choice but from the moment we
read Abigail’s biography, a 25-yearold Client Financial Manager, we knew
that she would be a fan-favourite.
Abigail loves the outdoors,
describes herself as easygoing and
laid-back and appears to have an
actual job (see “chicken enthusiast”
Tiara from Ben Higgen’s season)!
These all signal to us that she is going
to be a success this season. Also,
Abigail has a hearing impairment, and
trust us when we say that the
producers will be reminding us
constantly about this (we don’t put it
below them to have her go to a
concert with Matt or something along
those lines just to remind us of the
fact). Abigail has the story and the
based on her biography, the
personality for her to be a favourite.
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“The Bad First Impression” Who’s
Showing Up in a Costume:
Memorable entrances have
become a staple for contestants
when exiting the limo on the first
night. Sometimes these costumes and
gimmicks have worked in the
contestants favour, leaving a positive
impression on viewers and the
bachelor/bachelorette and serving as
auditions for Bachelor in Paradise.
For instance, Jojo Fletcher showing
up in a unicorn mask for Ben
Higgen’s season or Alexis Waters
showing up as a “dolphin” (it
definitely was a shark costume) on
Nick Viall’s season. However,
sometimes
contestants'
first
impressions have not always gone
the right way and instead ended up
sealing their fate- see Matt McDonald
rolling up on a tractor singing “Old
McDonald Had a Farm” on Hannah
Brown’s season. Therefore, it will be
interesting to see which of Matt’s
lucky ladies show up in costume &
how Matt will respond to these
outlandish entrances.
Based on her bio, we are
guessing Kaili (below) will show up in
costume or have some sort of bit
planned for her entrance. Kaili is a
26-year-old hostess from Chicago,
Illinois who states that she “doesn’t
take herself too seriously” and “not
afraid to laugh at herself”.

Therefore, Kaili knows how to take
a joke & will likely want to make a
“dramatic” impression on Matt. Jury’s
out on how Matt will respond to a
memorable (possibly bad?) first
impression.
Kaili won’t be the only one in a
costume though, we also think that
Serena C (below) may dress up!.

Serena C is a 24-year-old Flight
Attendant and notes that her idea of a
perfect date is “getting all dressed up
for a fancy night out,” could this hint
that Serena C will be dressing in
something ridiculous or in her flight
attendant uniform? We think so

First Impression Rose:
The first impression rose is our first
insight into the mind of Matt James.
Typically, the first impression rose has
been a strong indicator towards who
will win the final rose and be declared
our winner (see Jojo Fletcher & Jordan
Rodgers, Clare Crowley & Dale Moss
and Rachel Lindsay & Bryan Abasolo).
We have two potential picks for the
rose: Alicia (L) and Magi (R).
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together for years). Plus, Matt loves
to dance! We’re sure that Alicia can
show him moves to step up his game.
Although I doubt Matt has any
experience in ballet, Alicia and Matt
seem to already have a lot in
common - which could mean that
they could be a perfect match right
from the start.
Alicia has some competition though,
Magi a 32-year-old Pharmacist may
have her box step right out of Matt’s
heart (yes, we know that joke was
bad). Magi is originally from Ethiopia
and won the Diversity Immigrant Visa
to come to the United States. If you
are like us, you have no idea what
that is so you instantly go to
Wikipedia, the source you always use
but never cite in any paper, to figure
it out. The Diversity Immigrant Visa
program is the green card lottery;
each year the US makes 55,000 visas
available to help diversify the
immigrant population in the United
States. Magi seems like a great role
model to young girls as she runs a
non-profit that supplies shoes for
people in Ethiopia. Further, she loves
Beyonce which signals she has good
taste in our minds. Therefore, we
believe that she could be the winner
of this year’s first impression rose.
Although after all she’s been through
we know she’ll be just fine without it.

Who’s Going to Have the Waterworks
Flowing:

Our guess for who will be the first
to shed some tears is 21-year-old
Fashion Entrepreneur Kit. Although her
bio mentions that she is “mature for her
age” (we’ve all heard that before), we
think that the other contestants will not
take her too seriously even though
many of them are only a few months
older than her at 22. The fact that she
still lives at home with her parents (no
shame) and is still completing her
undergrad will have the other ladies
complaining to Matt that she’s “not
ready for a serious commitment”.
Therefore, the fact that the other
contestants will be hard on her will lead
to some serious tears. Similarly, Kit also
uses the phrase “emotional intelligence”
in her bio. We know from past seasons
that this phrase often leads to serious
drama between contestants, often
because one contestant believes
another lacks so-called “emotional
intelligence”. For instance, the infamous
fight between Corinne & Taylor on Nick
Viall’s season and more recently the
showdown between Bennett & Noah on
Tayshia’s season. Overall, we are hoping
for the best for Kit & that the producers
have a lot of tissues on hand.
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“Thanks, But No Thanks” Won’t
Make it Past the First Night:
No one wants to be the
contestant who gets eliminated the
first night. However, whether it is a
poor first impression, being too drunk
or being too shy to speak with Matt
some girls will not make it past the
first rose ceremony. Some of our
picks for these “unlucky in love”
ladies are Katie (top), Victoria
(middle) & MJ (bottom). Katie claims
that she wants to be a talk show host
in the future. Could this could be
considered to be a “red flag” for Matt
as Katie may be on the show for the
“wrong reasons” (i.e. gain some fame
to launch her career)? For Victoria,
she refers to herself as “Queen
Victoria”, enough said. We probably
should have added her to the
costume category as well as she
might show up with a crown on her
head. Our final pick is MJ. MJ’s
biography hints to us that she is
going to fall under the “too drunk”
category as her fun fact is that she
enjoys a good spicy margarita and
whomever wrote the biography
thought that Matt would remember
her - is that for good reason or did
the producers know that she would
be trouble?
All hope is not lost though for
those eliminated on the first night.
Look at “Grocery Store Joe” from
Becca Kufrin’s season who was
eliminated night 1 but still was able to
build a successful “Bachelor Nation”
career by appearing on Bachelor in
Paradise. “Grocery Store Joe” even
came in 5th/6th place on Dancing
With the Stars. They get paid
$125,000 for that show even if they
are eliminated first! Therefore, there
is still hope for these ladies to
capitalize off their (albeit brief) time
on the Bachelor.
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A bachelor/bachelorette season
would not be complete without
appearances by bachelor nation
alumni, who are ready to give some
unsolicited relationship advice. For
Matt’s season, we guarantee that you
will be seeing not only Tyler Cameron
(fan favourite from season 15 of the
Bachelorette) but Alabama Hannah
herself (The Bachelorette season 15).
Tyler C is Matt’s best friend from
college, having played on the same
college football team for Wake Forest
University (left pictured with Matt).
They also started a non-profit
together, ABC Food Tours which is
based in New York and takes kids
from underserved elementary schools
to various restaurants within their
community. Although there was
controversy between Matt & Hannah
after she picked Jed over Tyler in
season 15 (only the biggest let down
in Bachelorette history), the two
seemed to have patched things up
over the last couple years. As a
result, Hannah will for sure be making
an appearance on Matt’s season
(middle pictured with Matt). We
know that they have grown close due
to
Hannah’s
friendship/past
relationship with Tyler. Just check
out their past TikTok’s together
created under the handle “The
Quarantine Crew”. Other notable
alumni who may make an appearance
are Ashley & Jared (right), a couple
who met on Bachelor in Paradise and
seem to appear in every season to
give the leads advice or host a group
date (see Tayshia’s Bachelorette
season). We’re sure Ashley’s advice
will fall along the lines of never
giving up on love, as Jared rejected
her
numerous
times
before
succumbing to his fate and marrying
her.
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Final Four: Hometown Dates
Oh visiting the parents, also known as that awkward moment where you’re
hoping that your partner is not the offspring of a personality trait that might be
genetically linked. This is when Matt will visit the “home” (thanks again, COVID) of
each of his final four girls. At this point things are getting very serious, tears will be
shed and brothers and sisters will share their unfiltered opinions.
We feel pretty confident that Alicia, one of our stars from the first impression
rose predictions, will be a prominent member in this group and it could just be the
thing to seal the deal between the two heading into the final episodes.
Although Bri (2nd from the L), a 24-year-old Communications Manager was not on
our list of potential first impression roses we felt that she had the characteristics
necessary to be a member of our final four. She has a good career working for a
social media company in San Francisco (Instagram? Twitter?) and is looking for
someone to challenge her. A big motivator for us putting her in this list was the
fact that there is mystery surrounding the “countless sacrifices” her mother and
grandmother made for her growing up. Mystery = air time and highlights that it
could be something very dramatic. If Matt values having a close family
relationship, Bri might just be the one for him.

Our third pick for the final four is Sarah (2nd from the R), a 24-year-old Broadcast
Journalist. Sarah might not have the same dramatic stories as some other
contestants (see Magi) but there is no denying that her and Matt have a lot in
common. Both are athletic, Matt is a former professional football player, and Sarah
is looking for a man that values a healthy lifestyle. Further, both of them have a
passion for cooking. But the real kicker comes in the fact that they both are hoping
to give back to their community. Matt may have the exact medium for Sarah to do
this, as he has ABC Food Tours, an organization that gives back to underserved
communities in NYC. Look for this match to be the surprise of the season.
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The final pick for the final four is a
Canadian! Serena P (R) is a 22-yearold Publicist from Toronto. Serena’s
biography has us thinking that she
might be the perfect match for the
former
football
player
Matt.
Throughout her biography Serena P
emphasizes that she is looking for a
teammate in her life that will support
her ambition. Now, that might just be
strategically written if she knew that
Matt would be The Bachelor, but it
might also mean that they share the
team-focused attitude that could
make them a power couple. Further,
the fact that she is a publicist might
support that a move to NYC would
be beneficial for her unlike some of
the other girls that would be less
willing to move. Secretly we want her
to get a hometown date because we
want to see if a chicken will be
involved given that Serena P wants to
have a pet chicken in the future - and
there is no debate that a pet chicken
screams Brooklyn lifestyle.
Our Final Picks:
At the end of the day there can only
be one winner of Matt’s final rose.
Barring Matt pulling off an Ari, a Pilot
Pete, a Juan Pablo or literally almost
50% of the men that have been on
the show, we are divided on who will
think will be the winner:

Alexis’ pick for the winner is Bri! Not
only is Bri accomplished in her own
career and therefore will be able to
stand up for herself with Matt, but
both’s biographies indicate that they
value their families, always an
important criterion. More importantly
though, I think we’re going to learn
about the sacrifices that Bri’s mother
and grandmother made for her and
discover that Matt has many of the
same experiences making these two a
perfect match!
Devyn’s pick for Matt’s final rose is
Alicia! As mentioned, Matt and Alicia
have a lot in common. They both live
in New York and love to dance (see
Matt James’ TikToks for reference).
Further, as both have had careers in
professional sports (Matt lasted a few
months in the NFL), we know that
both are hard-working and driven to
meet their goals. I have no doubt that
both will be just as dedicated to their
relationship as they are to their
careers. In her bio, Alicia also states
that she loves to drink champagne on
a boat and as we have found out
through the “Quarantine Crews”
TikTok’s, Matt also loves to spend time
on a boat with his best friends in
Florida. Therefore, what more could
you ask for in a relationship. I have full
confidence that Alicia and Matt will
sail off into the sunset together at the
end of the show.
Overall, Matt has a great group of
ladies to choose from as all are
accomplished in their own right. It will
be interesting to see which lady steals
Matt James’ heart or if Matt will pull a
Brad Womack and choose no one.
Either way we can guarantee that this
season, in the words of Chris
Harrision, will be the “most dramatic
season yet”.
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PAWS OF THE MONTH
By Cailey Severson (2L) & Amanda Wagar (2L)

From Amanda: "The picture
attached is of my dad's horse
and dog (who is just as much
mine and my daughters). The
horse's name was Mr. Pay, and
the dog's name is Bullet. They
were the best of friends. Mr.
Pay was killed by a pack of
wolves about 3 weeks ago... he
was protecting a pregnant mare
named Baby."

To the right is Pikachu, a
Tabby cat who was 17 when
he passed away in August
2020. Pikachu was a quiet
cat who purred almost
constantly but hardly
meowed or made other
noises. He had moments
where he thought he was a
human - he'd sit on the
couch upright with his hands
on his belly and watch TV
with the family.
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